From: "Michael L. Urquhart" <michael.lurquhart@gmail.com>
Subject: CC FYI On this update regarding in case media inquires about my treatment as a bona-fide born CALVET
Date: October 29, 2016 8:02:00 AM PDT
To: Keith.Boylan@calvet.ca.gov
Cc: info@overtonsecurity.com

From: "Michael L. Urquhart" <michael.lurquhart@gmail.com>
Date: October 29, 2016 7:52:37 AM PDT
To: pao@CalVet.ca.gov
Cc: info@overtonsecurity.com
Subject: FYI On this update regarding in case media inquires about my treatment as a bona-fide born CALVET

Thank you for allowing me to contact you. One of several I am in the process of sending inside the CALVET empire.

Michael L. Urquhart | Michael L. Nunn
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michaelnunnstone
shawconklingnunn

Just Sent:

From: Michael L. Urquhart <michael.lurquhart@gmail.com>
Date: October 29, 2016 7:49:32 AM PDT
To: info@overtonsecurity.com
Subject: Undue overstrain related to unnecessary grappling irons in this report and complaint

Please be informed regarding my statement of record and then to avert any further causes to endanger my life by overkill in the protection service logic applied to the property structures in the Alameda California South Shore Center area which needs to be examined for how intersections exist in public domain rights and access ways for how the structure sits in a region covered by eminent domain options and then rights of waiving undue regulation of civil freedoms amended for common sense about incursions in blatant disrespect of the property casings.

My present public statements of the incident is the October 29 2016 placement.
https://michaellurquhart.wordpress.com/records-of-matters-or-mentions/#MLUROMMOctober292016639AM.
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